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Abstract
Magnetic Particle Imaging is a tomographic imaging technique offering high sensitivity and temporal resolution
and is a promising tool for pre-clinical applications. The state of the art Traveling Wave Magnetic Particle Imaging
(TWMPI) scanners offer a mouse-sized FOV, which can be scanned at once. Since the first introduction of TWMPI,
several sequences have been introduced to scan the FOV in 2D as well as 3D. So far, the proposed 3D sequences
do not provide real-time capability, which is an important feature for future clinical applications such as guided
vascular interventions. In this study a modified sequence for TWMPI scanners is presented, which allows scanning
an entire 3D volume on a short time scale. Furthermore, for real-time capability a novel reconstruction method
using an image-based approach is used providing a 3D visualization in real-time.

I. Introduction

Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) was introduced in 2005
by B. Gleich and J. Weizenecker [1]. This novel technique
is based on the nonlinear response of superparamagnetic
iron-oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) to dynamic magnetic
fields. For imaging, a strong gradient field has to be ap-
plied offering a selective signal generation. This field-free
point (FPP) is steered through the volume of interest and
the spatial distribution of SPIONs can be reconstructed.
In first experiments the 3D data acquisition ability with
46 volumes per second were demonstrated [2], followed
by optimizing the reconstruction process for visualiz-
ing the acquired data in almost real-time [3]. However,
state-of-the-art software implementations struggle with
a delay time of about 2.3 s [3].

The Traveling Wave MPI (TWMPI) scanner is one of
many scanner types, which have been developed dur-
ing the last decade [4]. TWMPI uses an array of multi-
ple electro coils (dynamic linear gradient array - dLGA)

for generating and moving the required magnetic fields
with the main frequency f1 providing a large FOV suffi-
cient to cover a mouse-sized sample [5]. Two perpendic-
ular saddle coil systems are used for steering the FFPs
arbitrarily through the FOV. Since the first publication
of TWMPI several sequences have been introduced to
steer the FFP along different trajectories through the FOV
covering large volumes of interest [5–7]. The rotating
slice-scanning mode (rSSM) [8] is the latest sequence for
covering a 3D volume by rotating scanning-slices step-by-
step around the z-axis (Fig. 1 a–c). In this approach both
saddle coil systems are driven with the same frequency
f2 ( f2 � f1) and same phase but with different ampli-
tudes suitable to the angle β of the desired scanning-
slice (Fig. 1 d, left). For a 3D reconstruction every slice
is handled separately and combined in a final step. For
reconstructing every single 2D image a Wiener filter and
the system specific point spread function (PSF) are used
(deconvolution reconstruction method) [8]. There is
also an image-based reconstruction method available,
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Figure 1: (a) sketch of the TWMPI scanner consisting of (1) the dynamic linear gradient array (dLGA), two perpendicular saddle
coil systems (2),(3) and the receive coil (4). (b) shows the slice-scanning mode (SSM), where the FFPs are traveling along a
sinusoidal trajectory on a plane through the FOV. For scanning a 3D volume the scanning-slice is rotated step-by-step around
the z-axis (rotating slice-scanning mode - rSSM). (d) Sequence table for rSSM and dynamic rSSM.

which uses a system matrix approach [9] based on im-
ages, which allows reconstructing highly resolved areas
in a fast way and with reduced computational effort [10].
However, every scanning-slice in rSSM is acquired in
burst-mode [6–8], which means scanning the dedicated
slice with multiple periods of f1. With the ratio of the fre-
quencies f1 and f2 ensuring a slightly different trajectory
for each period results in an increase of pixels. This can
be used for gridding highly resolved (extrinsic resolution)
raw-images providing a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
[7]. A more prominent obstacle is the discontinuous hard-
ware switching between two scanning-slices, which can
influence the performance of the receive chain. This
problem can be solved by adding a dead time between
two scanning-slice sequences.

Both workarounds increase the scanning time for an
entire 3D volume dramatically, e.g. a 3D volume scanned
with 72 slices each taking 20 ms and a required dead time
of about 20 ms results in an acquisition time of about
2.88 s.

Since the TWMPI system is able to scan one slice in
a very short time (up to 1840 frames per second in con-
tinuous scanning mode) [11], the theoretical scanning
time t3D for a 3D volume using the rSSM method grows
linearly with the number of appointed scanning-slices
ns l i c e :

t3D = ns l i c e ·1/ f1 . (1)

One drawback of the continuous scanning mode is the
resulting low SNR and reduced extrinsic resolution re-
sulting from scanning in such a short time, e.g. TWMPI
scanner driven in SSM at f1 = 1 kHz, results in a scanning
time of 0.5 ms per image and 50k data points for one slice
(SR = 100 MS/s).

In this work, a modified trajectory is presented, which
rotates the scanning-slices continuously covering an en-
tire 3D volume within a single shot. This sampling path is
comparable with the concepts of elongated trajectories
shown by Kaethner et al. [12].

Furthermore, an image-based system matrix re-
construction approach is introduced providing three-
dimensional real-time reconstruction capability.

II. Methods

II.I. Dynamic rSSM

This modified sequence is based on the rotating slice
scanning mode (rSSM), but instead of rotating every
scanning-slice step-by-step (Fig. 1 d, left), both saddle
coil systems are driven continuously with the frequency
f2 ( f2� f1) and the amplitude of both coils is modulated
with a frequency f3 ( f3 � f1) (see Fig. 1 d, right). In the
following control matrix, the sequence is given for all
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four channels of a TWMPI scanner (CH1 and CH2 for
dLGA, CH3 for saddle coil in x-direction, and CH4 for
saddle coil in y-direction):

CH1 : s1 = A1 · sin
�

2π · f1

�

CH2 : s2 = A1 · cos
�

2π · f1

�

CH3 : s3 = A2 · sin
�

2π · f2

�

· sin
�

2π · f3

�

CH4 : s4 = A2 · sin
�

2π · f2

�

· cos
�

2π · f3

�

(2)

As a result, the FFP moves in a plane slowly twisted along
z-axis (see Fig. 2). The frequency f3 is adjusted in a way
that for one complete 3D scan t3D the scanning-slice
rotates around 360 degree:

f3 =
1

t3D
=

f1

ns l i c e
. (3)

For example, scanning an entire 3D volume in t3D =
20 ms (ns l i c e = 20 and f1 = 1 kHz) requires a modula-
tion frequency of f3 = 50 Hz. That means in 20 ms the
FFPs travel 20 times through the FOV on slightly rotated
slices. However, since the rotation of the slice is per-
formed continuously, the slices should be renamed to
twisted slices. For the reconstruction process only the
continuity, not the rotation speed is important due to
the gridding process.

Figure 2: Trajectory (blue) of the FFP twisted around the z-axis.
The projections (gray) support the view and give the amplitude
for CH3 and CH4 (see Fig. 1 d, right).

II.II. Reconstruction process
The reconstruction process for this method is quite sim-
ilar to the method used for SSM [6, 7] or rSSM [8]. In a
first step the input data were corrected for the receive
chain distortion (receive chain correction - RCC) and fil-
tered (band pass) afterwards before they were gridded
on a 2D image to generate the raw-images, which can
be reconstructed using deconvolution [6–8] or system
matrix approach [10].

For the proposed method, the entire data of all
twisted slices were concatenated into a single raw-image
instead processing each slice separately.

II.II.1. 2D gridding of 3D data

For the reconstruction an image-based approach was
used [6–8]. The time domain data were continuously
gridded point-by-point on a surface [13, 14], where the
x-direction corresponds to the phase of f2 and the y-
direction to f3 or t3D (compared to SSM: x-dir: f2 and
y-dir: f1) (see Fig. 3 b). Since in x-direction the data were
gridded for a full period, the information of the left and
right side is identical (back- and forth-scan). Thus, both
sites can be combined to increase the extrinsic resolution
of the raw-image. This results in a raw-image which con-
sists of the stacked twisted raw-slices (twisted slices) of
the single FFP passages through the FOV (Fig. 3 c: cyan
and green areas). Each area represents the signal col-
lected by a FFP traveling the entire length of the FOV (half
period of f1). Due to the slow rotation of the scanning-
slice, each region can be seen approximately as single
scanning-slices of the FOV with slightly different angles
(see Fig. 1 c and Fig. 2).

The size (or extrinsic resolution) of the raw-images
can be chosen arbitrarily with possible empty space be-
tween gridded data points representing the trajectory
being filled up by a linear interpolation algorithm [10].

Figure 3: (a) For the gridding process the twisted trajectory
over the entire time can be mapped on a 2D surface. (b) The in-
put data set is gridded point-by-point on the 2D surface, where
the axes correspond to the frequencies f2 and f3 or t3D respec-
tively. By folding, the extrinsic resolution of the raw-image
can be increased. (c) After gridding, the raw-image consists of
concatenated scanning-slices (twisted slices) (see Fig. 2).

Finally, the resulting raw-image shows the untwisted
or mapped 3D data on a 2D surface. From this state,
the reconstruction process can be performed using the
image-based system matrix reconstruction approach
proposed in [10].
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II.II.2. Image-based reconstruction using a
dedicated system matrix

For reconstruction using the system matrix approach,
a measurement-based [9] or a model-based [15] system
matrix can be used. For the first one a delta-like probe is
placed on each spatial position in the FOV and measured,
while for the second one the signal for each position is
calculated in an simulation environment [16] emulating
the MPI system.

For building the system matrix from n data sets sev-
eral methods are available [10]. Finally, the reconstruc-
tion of the image can be performed by solving the inver-
sion of the system matrix [9].

According to the image-based system matrix recon-
struction method shown in [10], for each position the
raw-image is generated as proposed in Sec. II.II.1 before
the values of each raw-image were written pixel-by-pixel
into a system matrix with the size m ×n (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Image-based reconstruction method: in a first step,
the raw-image is scaled down to an appropriate size, before
every pixel of the n data sets is written to a system matrix with
the size m ×n .

For the final reconstruction step, the inversion of the
system matrix has to be calculated and multiplied with
the prepared measured or simulated data set [17–19].

II.II.3. 3D mapping

According to the order of their positions, the delta-like
signals were measured or generated, an appropriate look-
up-table can be built to transform the reconstructed 2D
data in a 3D volume (see Fig. 5).

II.III. Simulation
For an initial test, an entire 3D system matrix was sim-
ulated for a TWMPI system using a custom simulation
software [16]. The parameters for the simulated TWMPI
scanner were taken from the real scanner [7]: FOV size of
65×25×25 mm3, gradient strength of 4 T/m (z-direction)
and working frequencies f1 = 920 Hz, f2 = 16823 Hz, and

Figure 5: Using a system matrix reconstruction method the
reconstructed image is created containing the 3D data, which
can be mapped in a 3D space using an appropriate coordinate
look-up-table.

f3 = 50 Hz. The FOV is discretized in 15×15×35 voxels
(cylinder shaped) corresponding to an isotropic voxel
size of about 2 mm. This results in 35 almost circular
slices arranged along the z-direction with 177 voxels per
slice resulting in 6195 voxels for the entire 3D volume
(see Fig. 6 d). The order of the positions of the delta-like
samples goes along the x-, y-, and z-direction, which re-
sults in a look-up table, where the column (y-direction)
of the reconstructed image represents one cylindrical
slice (see Fig. 6 b).

Since the extrinsic resolution of the raw-image should
be chosen in a way that the data points are preferably
equally distributed using the drSSM gridding process,
the raw-images here provide more pixels in height as in
width (600×740 px2 and after combining redundant data
300×740 px2).

For the following steps of the reconstruction process,
the size of the raw-image has to be decreased to be man-
ageable, e.g. system matrices with a size of (300×370=
111000)×6195 entries are hardly computable and also
overdetermined [10].

Thus, the raw-images were scaled-down to a size of
58× 177 px2 [10]. This results in a system matrix with
15370×6195 entries.

III. Results
The results of a simulation of a line sample can be seen in
Fig. 6 starting with the raw-image (Fig. 6 a). A closer look
makes the line-shaped sample visible for each region
corresponding to the signal the FFPs collected in a full
period (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 c). The reconstruction pro-
cess using the simulated system matrix (truncation level1:
2500) creates a final reconstructed 2D image (Fig. 6 b)
representing the values for the voxels in the same or-
der the system matrix was simulated (here: horizontal
means z-direction with 35 entries and vertical means
x-/y-direction with 177 entries). A suitable coordinate

1Truncation level denotes the number of used singular values for matrix
inversion: by using singular value decomposition [18] for calculating
the pseudo inverse of the system matrix, it is possible to ’filter’ inap-
propriate data by truncation or weighting [17].
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look-up table (Fig. 6 d) is used to fill up a 3D volume to
visualize the FOV in three dimensions (Fig. 6 c) using a
custom 3D visualization tool.

Figure 6: Reconstruction steps for a simulated line sample: (a)
shows the raw-image, where the line-shape is visible for every
region representing a scanning-slice. (b) After reconstruction
using the corresponding system matrix the final image is cre-
ated. (c)(d) By re-ordering the 2D data using a suitable coor-
dinate look-up table the data values can be mapped into a 3D
volume to visualize the 3D FOV.

III.I. Encoding capability

To get an idea of the encoding capability of this novel
scanning method, it is important to have a closer look at
the system function (sf) given by the simulated system
matrix. For that every data set of each spatial position is
Fourier transformed and signal distribution can be visu-
alized for every frequency (real, imaginary or absolute
values).

Since drSSM works with three excitation frequencies,
the spectrum of each data set shows a bunch of specific
higher harmonics and their mixed components. In Fig. 7
a selection is given showing the system functions for
several frequencies. In a first view, there are basically two
different structures available: a pancake-like structure
(Fig. 7 left) and a spiral structure (Fig. 7 right).

Figure 7: Visualization of several system functions at the fre-
quencies 53500 Hz, 55950 Hz, 59000 Hz, and 67600 Hz. The
simulation for the system matrix was performed with the fol-
lowing settings: f1 = 920 Hz, f2 = 16823 Hz, and f3 = 50 Hz.

III.II. Real-time capability

The entire reconstruction process contains several cal-
culation steps:
Correction step: after data transfer from the analog-
digital-converter (ADC), the data sets are corrected
(receive-chain distortions) and filtered.
Gridding step: the corrected data is gridded using a pre-
calculated scheme depending on the excitation frequen-
cies to provide the raw-image.
Reconstruction step: for the reconstruction using an
image-based system matrix, the raw image is prepared
(scaled down) and multiplied with the pre-calculated
pseudo inverse of the system matrix.

Running the sequence, transferring data, and finally
mapping the 2D reconstructed data in a 3D volume for vi-
sualization prolongates image acquisition time. In Tab. 1
an overview is given that shows the time values for every
step.
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The total computation time including sequence and
data transfer is about 180 ms (see Tab. 1 for hardware
configuration) and the pure reconstruction time is in the
range of about 115 ms (without sequence, data transfer
from the ADC, and 2D visualization).

Table 1: Overview about time values for every step. Correction
time (Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), correction, inverse FFT),
gridding and reconstruction (data preparation and matrix mul-
tiplication) steps were determined on an i7 4750HQ. 1) The time
values depend on the length of the sequence. 2) Transfer time
for a data set with 2 ·106 data points from HDO8038 (Teledyne
LeCroy, USA) to reconstruction software.

Step Time [ms]

Sequence 20+1)

Data transfer ∼352)

Correction ∼30
Gridding ∼25
Reconstruction ∼60
3D Visualization ∼10
∑

180+

IV. Discussion
The system matrix used in this study has a size of 15370×
6195 representing 6195 voxels in a 3D FOV. This corre-
sponds to an isotropic voxel size of about 2 mm. Im-
proving the resolution of the system matrix further to
e.g. 1 mm will increase the number of voxels to approxi-
mately 50000 resulting in a huge system matrix, which is
difficult to handle [10].

In Tab. 1 it can be seen, that the major time loss is
the reconstruction process, which is primarily caused
by matrix multiplication. Decreasing the size of the sys-
tem matrix increases the reconstruction time but also
decreases the amount of voxels in the FOV.

However, the flexible patch reconstruction method
introduced in [5] uses only small areas and allows the
reconstruction of parts of images separately resulting in
a less calculation effort.

This technique can also be applied on a drSSM raw-
image. The selection of an area in a single scanning-slice
(twisted slice) results in a simultaneous selection of this
area on all other slices resulting in a 3D cylindrical patch,
which can be reconstructed with a higher resolution in a
shorter time (see Fig. 8).

A further improvement of the reconstruction speed
is the possibility of parallelizing. For that, every twisted
slice can be processed separately and multiplied with an
appropriate smaller pseudo inverse. E.g. a raw-image
of the size 100× 1000 px2 containing 20 twisted slices
representing 40000 voxels results in a calculation of 20
times a system matrix with the size of 5000× 2000 in-
stead of calculating one system matrix with the size of
100000×40000.

Figure 8: Flexible patch reconstruction method applied on a
drSSM raw image. By choosing the area of interest, the same
areas are selected simultaneously on all other slices resulting
in a 3D patch.

V. Conclusion

In this study, a modified sequence for TWMPI scanners
is presented, which allows scanning an entire 3D volume
with short acquisition time. The presented dynamic ro-
tating slice-scanning mode (drSSM) is quite similar to
the rotating slice-scanning mode (rSSM) but rotates the
scanning-slice continuously around the z-axis. This ap-
proach results in a fast coverage of the FOV and offers
the possibility of using a fast image-based reconstruc-
tion method to visualize them in 3D in real-time with
approximately 5 volumes per second.

This approach decouples the hardware (signal acqui-
sition) from the reconstruction process [10]. Therefore
several parameters like sampling rate or trigger point can
be set arbitrarily, which simplifies working with same re-
construction settings on data generated within the same
type of scanner but with different parameters (frequen-
cies, or sampling rate).

This approach offers the possibility for near real-time
imaging of 3D volumes. This could be an interesting tool
for future clinical applications such as guided vascular
interventions.
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